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1. Introduction. Some miscellaneous results concerning ordered

products of ordered systems are given in this paper. For example, it

is shown that the only products that are complemented or relatively

complemented lattices are cardinal products. Conditions for a prod-

uct of lattices to be a lattice and for a product of partially ordered

sets to satisfy the ascending chain condition are given.

By making obvious substitutions, one can obtain a number of

corollaries to the theorems stated giving facts relating to the ordinal

product and cardinal product of two ordered systems and the ordinal

power of an ordered system. Also results concerning ordered sums

analogous to many of the results given here could be worked out

easily.

Precisely the same notation and terminology used in [2]1 will be

used in this paper. However, for the sake of convenience we list here

some of the definitions and symbols that will be employed. By an

ordered system is meant a nonempty set R of elements in which a re-

flexive binary relation r^r' is defined. Unless otherwise specified,

an italic capital letter always will denote an ordered system in the

sequel. A subsystem T of R is a subset of elements of R with the order

relation in T imposed by that in R.

The expressions and symbols maximal element, ascending chain

condition, >, etc., will have their usual meanings (see [l], for ex-

ample). The symbols V and A will be used in denoting least upper

bound (l.u.b.) and greatest lower bound (g.l.b.) respectively. The

symbols 0 and I will denote bounds of bounded ordered systems. The

term number will mean partially ordered set.

If for each element r in R, Sr is an ordered system, the ordered prod-

uct over R of the S, (denoted by HbSV) is the system P where the

elements of P are the functions/ defined on R such that f(r)ESr,

while /sï/' means that if f(r)?¿f'(r), there exists r'^r such that

/(r') >f{r>).
In order that the statements of theorems may be simplified,

throughout the sequel it will be assumed that every factor, Sr, in a

product, HflSr, contains more than one element.

Several theorems in [3], which also are stated in the introduction

in [2], will be used in proofs in this paper.
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2. Products that satisfy chain conditions. By making use of all

of the conditions of [3, 4.13] we could state a theorem slightly more

general than the one below. However, in order to simplify the theo-

rem, we shall make the assumption that R is a number.

Theorem 1. Let Rbe a number. Then Uä^V is a number satisfying

the ascending (descending) chain condition if and only if all Sr are

numbers satisfying the ascending (descending) chain condition, and the

subsystem of R of all r such that Sr is not a cardinal is finite.

Proof. Throughout this proof we let R\ denote the subsystem of

R of all r such that ST is not a cardinal. i?i may be an empty set.

Assume that Üfi5r is a number satisfying the ascending (descend-

ing) chain condition. Then [3, 3.9] implies that all Sr are numbers

satisfying the ascending (descending) chain condition.

Suppose that i?i is not finite. Let r¿ ft, • * • , f » • • • » 1 á<■ < » »

be distinct elements of J?i. Let s,>í¿ in Sri for l^î<a>. We now de-

scribe elements //, 1 ̂ / < °°, in HbSV as follows. Let f¡(r) =fk(r) for

r in R, r^ri, 1¿U'<°°, for lûj, k<«>. For each i, l^i<<», let

fi(ri)=ti(si) for lSÍ/3á*\ and let /,•(/<) =s,(¿.) for i<j<<*>. Then

/i</2< • • ■ <ff< ■ ■ ■ (fi>/2> • • • >/y> • • • ) for 1$K», a
contradiction to our hypothesis. Hence i?i is finite.

Now assume that all Sr are numbers satisfying the ascending (de-

scending) chain condition and that i?i is finite. Then [3, 4.13] im-

plies that Hb-SV 1S a number.

If i?i is empty, Yl^r contains no two distinct comparable elements.

Assume that i?i is not empty. Suppose that there is a chain, /i

</2< • • • </,< • • • (/i>/2> •••>/,> •••),! ^i< », in IlfiSr.
Let r< for each i, 1 ̂ i< <», be a fixed element in Ri such that/,(/,)

</í(r<) (/<(r<) ~>fi(ri)) for some j>j but such that for any element

r > r¿ in i?i, /,-(r) =fj(r) for i gj < oo. Each element r¿ exists since i?i

is finite. Also for this reason, there is an element x in i?i such that

r,=x for an infinite number of values of i, say n(i) <n(2) < • • -

<n(k)< ■ ■ ■ , l^fc<°o.

Since Sx satisfies the ascending (descending) chain condition, there

is an element s in Sx such that/n(t)(x) equals s for at least one value

of k, say q, and such that/n(t)(x) is not greater (less) than s for any

value of k.fn(i)(x) =s <fP(x) (/n(5)(x) >/p(x)) for some integer p>n(q).

Let t be an integer such that n(t)>p. For any r>x in Rlt /„(<¡)(r)

=fp(r)=fnw(r). But /,</„(«) (/»>/«<«>)• Hence s</p(x) ^/n(0(x)

(s>fv(x) ^/n(t)(#)), a contradiction. And so JIsSV satisfies the ascend-

ing (descending) chain condition.

3. Products that are lattices. A product, Hs-SV, can be a lattice
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without every factor Sr being a lattice (see [2, Corollary]). But if the

assumption that every Sr is a lattice is not made, a set of necessary

and sufficient conditions that IJa^ be a lattice is very inelegant.

Theorem 2. For every element r in R, let Sr be a lattice. Then IJiÄ

is a lattice if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.

(1) R is a number satisfying the ascending chain condition.

(2) For any element r in R, Sr is bounded if either there is a proper

successor of r, say t, such that St is not a chain or there exist in R two

incomparable successors of r.

Proof. Assume IXs-Sr is a lattice. Then by [3, 4.13], (1) holds.

Suppose that there is a proper successor / of some element r in R

such that St is not a chain. Let a and b be two incomparable elements

of St. Let fx(t) =a, f2(t) =b, and fx(w) =/2(w) for w in R, wj^t. Let

/=/iV/2 in H«5r- Then/(») >/<(?/), i = i, 2, for some v in R greater

than or equal to t. Now suppose that Sr does not contain 0. Let

k(w) =f{w) for w in R, w?±r. Let k(r) be an element that is not greater

than or equal to fir). Then k>f,, i=l, 2, but k is not greater than

/, a contradiction. Hence 0ESr. By a dual argument, IESr.

Now suppose that there exist two incomparable successors, u and v,

in R of an element r in R. Let fi{u)>f2{u), fi(v)>fx(v), and fx(w)

=/2(w) for w in R, w^u, wj^v. Let /=/iV/2. Then /(z)>/2(z) for

some z^w in R, and f(y) >fx(y) for some y^v in R. Hence again it

can be shown that Sr must contain 0. By a dual proof, Sr contains I.

Now assume that (1) and (2) hold. Then [3, 4.13] implies that

IJßSf is a number.

Let/i and /2 be any two elements in U/e5r. Let g(r) =/i(/) V/2(/)

for each element r in R. Let £<, i = 1, 2, be the subsystem of all r of R

such that there exists r'^r for which g(r')>fi(r').

(Throughout the rest of this proof, if 5 is any ordered system, the

symbol S' will denote the subsystem of S of all the maximal ele-

ments of S; if 5 and T are any two subsystems of any given ordered

system, the symbol S—T will denote the subsystem of all the ele-

ments of 5 that are not also in T. The symbols U and (~\ will have

the usual meanings of union and intersection respectively.)

It is easily verified that {EX\JE2)'= {ElC\El)VJ{El-E2)

U(£2' -Ex).

For w in {EX\JE2)', let/(w/) =g(w). Now let w be in EXKJE% but not

in {E1SJE2)'. If there is a successor of w in El f~\E2 or if w has a suc-

cessor in El — E2 and one in El —Ex, \etf(w) =0. If f(w) has not been

defined yet and w has a successor in El —E2, let f(w) =/2(w). For

any remaining w in ExV)Ei, let/(w) =fx(w).
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For w in (R — Ei) — E2, let f(w) =fi(w) =fi(w).
By merely using the definition of the l.u.b. of two elements, one

can check without difficulty that /=/iV/2. A dual proof shows that

IJfiSr is a lattice.

Lemma. If JJ_rSt is a lattice, no factor ST is a cardinal.

Proof. Suppose that for some element r in R, Sr is a cardinal.

Let a and b be two distinct elements in Sr. Let/i(r) =a,f2(r) =b, and

fi(w)=f2(w) for Wj¿r in R. Let /=/iV/2- Let k(w)=f(w) for wj^r,

and let k(r) be an element not equal to f(r). Then k^fi and k^f2,

but k is not greater than /, a contradiction.

Definitions of the terms complemented lattice, relatively comple-

mented lattice, Boolean algebra, etc., can be found in [l].

Theorem 3. H«5r is a complemented (relatively complemented)

lattice if and only if R is a cardinal and every Sr is a complemented

(relatively complemented) lattice.

Proof. Assume that 11x5, is a complemented (relatively comple-

mented) lattice. Then [3, 4.13] implies that all S, are numbers.

Also it follows from the lemma that no Sr is a cardinal, and so by

[3, 4.13], R is a number satisfying the ascending chain condition.

Suppose that R is not a cardinal. Then there is an element x in R

that is less than a maximal element, say r, of R. (If UbS, is a comple-

mented lattice, then by [2, p. 899, (4)], every factor is bounded.)

Let/i(w) =/ and/2(w) =0 (let/i(w) >f2(w)) for each element w in R.

Let f(r) =/i(r), and \e.tf(w) =f2(w) for wj^r in R. Let g be a comple-

ment (relative complement) of/ in the closed interval [f2, fi]. Since

fVg=fi and/Ag=/2, it follows that Mr) ^g(r) ^f2(r).
Suppose that g(r)>f2(r). Let k(x) =/i(x), and let k(w) =f2(w) for

Wt¿x in R. Then k<f. By using the fact that g>f2, one can verify

easily that k<g. But k>f2, a contradiction. Hence g(r) =f2(r).

Let h(x) =/(x) =f2(x), and let h(w) =fi(w) for w in R, w^x. Then

h ^/. By using the fact that /i > g, one can check readily that h > g.

But h </i, a contradiction. Consequently R is a cardinal.

It is now not difficult to verify that every Sr is a complemented

(relatively complemented) lattice.

If R is a cardinal and every Sr is a complemented (relatively com-

plemented) lattice, it can be checked easily that He5, is a comple-

mented (relatively complemented) lattice.

The following corollary can be verified without difficulty.

Corollary. HbS, ** a Boolean algebra if and only if R is a cardinal

and every Sr is a Boolean algebra.
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